In physical mapping one orders a set of genetic landmarks or a library of cloned fragments of DNA according to their position in the genome. This is a preparatory step for efficient sequencing.
Introduction
Background The goal of physical mapping is to order a set of genetic landmarks or a library of cloned fragments of DNA according to their position in the genome. Physical maps are powerful tools for localization and isolation of genes, studying the organization and evolution of genomes and as a preparatory step for efficient sequencing. Different experimental techniques are used in physical mapping. Roughly, these are cloneprobe hybridization mapping, restriction mapping, radiation-hybrid mapping, and optical mapping. Here we focus on a physical mapping strategy based on hybridization experiments [8, 10, 18] .
In a formal setting, this procedure can be described as follows. We start with a clone library CL of clones which correspond to subintervals of a larger contiguous piece of DNA G, all having the same size. From CL we select a subset P C CL of probes P. Each probe p, E P is labeled and tested against the clone library. If a clone contains some sequence part complementary to the probe sequence, the probe will hybridize to this clone and a positive hybridization signal can be detected. The result of these experiments is a binary clone/probe hybridizatwn matrix A = (a,,3) where 1 if probe pj hybridizes to clone c,, a,,j = 0 otherwise.
The physical mapping problem is to find the order of the probes P that corresponds to their real position in G. A subsequent problem would then be to extend this order to the whole clone library. Here, we do not deal with the latter question, though. The physical mapping problem can be translated into the following optimization problem [7] : Given a hybridization matrix, find a permutation of the columns (probes) such that the reordered matrix has the consecutive ones property, i.e., every row has at most one block of consecutive ones. Unfortunately, physical mapping by hybridization experiments is highly influenced by errors and ambiguities: there are high rates of false positive and negative hybridization signals and inconsistent hybridization signals caused by repetitive sequences, chimeric clones, or clones containing deletions. Additionally, there is variation in library coverage and in clone size. Note that even in the error free case ambiguities may occur due to multiple solutions to the consecutive ones problem.
In the absence of errors, all admissible probe orders can be found and characterized efficiently using the PQtree data structure defined by Booth and Lueker [2] . However, in the presence of noise, there is no generalization of the PQ-tree approach, and the problem becomes iT1 defined. There are several approaches which are used to solve the physical mapping problem in the presence of errors, see e.g. the references in [9] . Generally, a most likely probe order is searched which globally optimizes a certain objective function.
This work We present a mapping strategy which is based on clustering of probes under a particular distance function on probes. This distance is based on the evaluation of rank differences of probe orders as derived from multiple bootstrap replicates of the original hybridization data. We will demonstrate certain properties of this distance measure on idealized data that we believe make it particularly appropriate for use in conjunction with a clustering algorithm. The result of the clustering is a partitioning of probes into contigs. Although not central to this new approach, we also present methods to order the probes within the contigs.
Related Work
Physical mapping strategies for similar data sets were described by Cuticchia et al. [5] and Mott et aL [15] . They combined simulated annealing with the Hamming distance or a maximum likelihood measure of separation between probes. Christof et aL [3, 4] used a branch-and-cut approach in a different setting. Contig-based approaches are Hudson et al. [11] or Nadkarni et al. [16] and use the number of clones which share a certain probe pair for their contig deftnition. These have given rise to the physical mapping ,;oftware CONTIGMAKER of the WI/MIT group [11] ~md the program CONTIG EXPLORER [16] . Bootstrap resampling was introduced in 1979 b'y Efron [6] as a computer-based method for assigning measures of accuracy to statistical estimates. In physical mapping, Wang et al. [19] used this technique to determine the reliability of a clonal ordering. A similar clustering strategy was used by Mayraz and Shamir [13] in the context of oligonucleotide fingerprinting. An introduction to rank correlation methods can be found in [12] .
Overview of the Paper Section 2 starts by summarizing the initial steps of our procedure where we draw on established methods first for computing one physical map and then for bootstrapping. Next, the averaged rank distance on probes will be defined. Properties of this distance with proofs in an Appendix follow. The clustering algorithm presented afterwards uses this distance. In Section 3 we apply our method to maps of Xylella fastidiosa and Pasteurella haemolytica. An assessment of the approach and some directions for future development are given in Section 4.
Algorithms
Our strategy is the following. First we repeatedly apply a standard map constr)action algorithm based on simulated annealing to bootstrap replicates of the hybridization data. These bootstrap results form the basis for our probe distance function, the averaged rank distance. This distance is then used for constructing contigs by a modified clustering method. Finally, the probes within a contig need to be ordered.
Basic Algorithm for Map Construction
We focus on ordering the probe set P. To compute the order of probes in P we use a vector-TSP [5, 1] formulation based on the Hamming distance between the columns of the clone/probe hybridization matrix A. The probe set P is extended by a dummy probe Po to yield P = P U {P0} and likewise the hybridization matrix A is extended by a dummy column consisting only of 0s to give .4. We construct a complete weighted graph G = (P, E, c) where weight c ((p,,pj) ) is defined as the Hamming distance of columns i and j in . 4 . Now the optimization problem consists of finding in G a Hamiltonian cycle of minimal weight. Such a minimal Hamiltonian cycle corresponds to a probe order which minimizes the number of blocks of consecutive ones in the hybridization matrix with reordered probes. This order is supposed to approximate the correct solution [7] . For the minimization we use the simulated annealing algorithm of Press et al. [17] .
Bootstrap Resampling
In order to simulate independent replications of the physical mapping experiment in silico we resample the data set, using a bootstrap strategy [6] which is similar to the approach of Wang et aL [19] despite the fact that the roles of clones and probes are interchanged. We create new hybridization data matrices by resampling ICI times with replacement from the rows of A. This corresponds to repeating the hybridization experiments using the same set of probes P but creating new clone libraries by resampling from the original clone library C.
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cates. A resampling rate of 200 seemed to produce sufficiently reproducible results.
Averaged Rank Distance
While 'contig' usually refers to a set of linked clones, we introduce the notion of a probe contig.
Let P = {Pl,... ,p,~} denote the set of given probes, and let II be a family of permutations of P. 11 may, for example, be the result of bootstrapping the physical mapping data as described in the previous section.
Then C = {p,~,...,p~.~ } C P is a probe contig if it occurs continuously, ordered in one of the two orientations = (P,1,--. ,P,.~) or ~ = (p,.~,..., p,~), in each of the permutations in H, and there is no longer probe contig containing it.
As an example, consider a set P = {Pl,'",Ps} of probes and a family In the following we show some properties of the ARD. Proofs are given in th6 Appendix. Theorem 1. The averaged rank distance is a metric. Our intention is to analyse the permutations resulting from bootstrapping a physical mapping experiment.
In those permutations we observed that while the contig structure is generally maintained, there seems to be no preference as to the order in which contigs occur. Likewise, there is no obvious preference as to the orientation of the individual contigs. To model this behavior we define for a given set of contigs the space H which consists of all possible probe permutations compatible with the contig set. More precisely, for each possible contig order and each contig occurring in its two orientations, contains the implied probe permutation. 
Note that Theorems 3 and 4 only hold on the space of permutations H where all permutations of probe contigs occur equally often and the fraction of cases in which a probe contig occurs in a particular orientation is 1/2 for any given probe contig permutation. In fact, these theorems even hold if one drops the requirement that the order within a probe contig is fixed. The corresponding modification of the proofs is outlined in the Appendix.
The motivation for defining the ARD distance has been the relation between the bootstrap results and the contig permutations. ARD distance matrices based on probe orders derived from bootstrap replications of real data are shown in Figures 3, 6 , and 7. Theorem 4 predicts strong 'jumps' in the distance values at contig borders which we indeed observe on the real data as well. Moreover, by Theorem 3 the distances between probes from two contigs should be constant yielding a 'chess board pattern'. This feature, too, can be recognized on the real data. Thus, the idealized properties derived for ARD on H seem to describe bootstrap data quite well.
The Contig Construction Algorithm
Encouraged by the results presented above we proceed to utilize ARD for clustering on probes in order to define contigs as clusters. The algorithm is similar to the map construction algorithm described by Mayraz and Shamir [13] . It is a modification of a greedy clustering algorithm where a special contig distance function d is combined with a merge criterion that decides which growing contigs may be merged. We first give the algorithm outline and will then define distance function and merge criterion.
The algorithm consists of three steps:
1. Initialize the contig set such that each single probe corresponds to a contig: C, = {p,} for 1 < i < n. Initialize the contig distance matrix: where dc(p,q) = I rkc(p) -rkc(q)l. If in Step 2 (a) of the contig construction algorithm merging takes place, the corresponding orientation C E C which yielded the minimum will be used. The contig distance measures the devigtion of the ARD values from an ideal ARD distance matrix corresponding to the putative linear order C and weights these differences by the inverse of the variances of the corresponding ARD values. A similar distance was used by Weeks and Lange [20] in the context of linkage analysis.
The Merge Criterion In order to stop merging at the ends of probe contigs, we use a stopping criterion based on Theorem 4 of the ARD. In an ideal case, by this property the ARD shows distinct 'jumps' of a size larger than (IPI + 1)/3 between different probe contigs. On the other hand neighboring probes within a probe contig should have an ARD of 1.
In our algorithm, where we deal with real data, merging is only allowed if the ARD values between the ends of the two contigs to be merged do not differ significantly from the smallest ARD values within the contigs.
Update of the Distance Matrix
Updating the distance matrix after merging two contigs C1 and C2"is straightforward. One first in D removes the rows and columns of C1 and C2, and then inserts a new row and column for the merged contfg C, where the distances, as in the initialization, are computed using Equation (1).
Probe Ordering Within a Contig
We have already obtained a linear order of the probes within a contig which results from the orientation of the contigs at the merging step in the contig construction algorithm. However, the computation of the order was not the primary goal of the clustering algorithm, and hence more sophisticated re-orderings might yield better results. We present two alternative possibilities:
1. We assign each clone to a single contig using a maximum likelihood approach similar to the algorithm for fitting clones to a probe order described by Mott et al. [15] . Now the order of probes within a contig can be recomputed by any physical mapping algorithm (for example the basic algorithm for map construction described in Section 2.1), using only the hybridization data of the clone set which was assigned to this contig.
2. We can also form a 'consensus' of the bootstrap maps. We first delete in each bootstrap map the probes which do not belong to the investigated contig. Then we determine for each of these maps the orientation which fits best to the probe order obtained by the contig construction algorithm. Using this orientation we rank all probes. If we now order the probes corresponding to the sum of their alloted ranks in the different bootstrap maps, it can be shown [12] that this order has the highest averaged Spearman rank correlation to all bootstrap replicates and can therefore be used as a 'consensus order'.
Analysis and Implementation of the Algorithms
Assume k permutations (the bootstrap replicates) of the n probes are given. Then a straightforward algorithm that computes the n(n - 
(n2k).
It can easily be seen that, using a priority queue storing the distance table D, the greedy clustering of n elements can be computed in time O(n 2 logn + nt) where t is the time required to compute all distances of a newly created (merged) cluster C to the remaining clusters. In our case, t is O(ICIn) which is bounded by O(n2). Moreover, in our modified greedy clustering algorithm, before merging we have to test if the merge criterion is fulfilled. Each such test can easily be done in constant time. Hence, the complete clustering (Step 2 of the contig construction algorithm) takes time O(n 3) in the worst case.
The algorithms for map construction and bootstrapping were written in C-t-+ in the LEDA 3.8 environment [14] . For solving the vector-TSP we adapted the simulated annealing routine of Press et al. [17] . Visualizations of the distance and variance matrices were done in MATLAB, visualizations of the clone/probe hybridization matrices were done using the program package Programs for Analysing Hybmdisation Data, version 2 by Mott and Grigoriev described in Mott et al. [15] .
The complete computation for the PasteureUa haemolytica data set (255 probes and 1025 clones) including the 200 bootstrap resamplings, took about 135 minutes on a SUN Ultra Enterprise 450 with 400 MHz. Note that using the bootstrap approach, our method obviously was not designed to run as fast as possible, but rather to yield results of the highest possible quality•
Results

Validation of the ARD and the Clustering
In order to validate our method we used the physical map of XyleUa /astidiosa. This map was created by Frohme et al. (unpublished) . A visualization of the corresponding hybridization data matrix is given in Figure 2 . Using this probe order, we show the ARD distance matrix (Figure 3, left) and the variances of the ARD values (Figure 3, right) • The distance matrix shows a clear cluster structure which correlates well with the contigs in the hybridization data matrix. Additionally, the variances of the ARD values (Figure 3 , right) also support this clustering and confirm our prediction that ARD values within a contig should show a small variance compared to the variances between probes of different contigs.
The only clusters that do not correspond to contigs in the expert map were those which are involved in repeats (see Figure 2) .
Comparison with the Hamming Distance Matrix
In order to demonstrate the advantages of the ARD over ~".1~1~-~I.,h'I: I,t I.ml~lmmmem~*m.*l~)tlm.**...,-ll~:ml* Figure 2 : A physical map of Xylella/astidiosa produced by procedures as described in [10] .
the popular Hamming distance we show a visualization of the Hamming distance matrix using the same data set and probe order as above (Figure 4) . In contrast to the ARD (Figure 3 ) no distinct cluster structure of the distances can be seen. (This still remains true if one applies other thresholds for the visualization.)
Application to the Pasteurella haemolytica
Data S e t
In order to demonstrate the robustness of our clustering method we applied it to a noisy data set of Pasteurella haemolytica which is very difficult to process (Hanke et al., unpublished) . A conventional approach using simulated annealing to optimize the above described vector-TSP formulation produced only an unsatisfactory result ( Figure 5, left) . A visualization of the ARD distance matrix (Figure 6 , left) ordered with respect to this solution immediately highlights large regions which seem to be incorrectly ordered. A closer look with a higher magnification ( Figure 7 ) also reveals local disorder. Our cluster algorithm determined 39 contigs (Figure 6 , right) which appear more homogenous than the result derived by simulated annealing. We arranged these contigs (for presentation) in an order which minimizes the contig distance function 
Discussion
Clustering the set of probes into independent contigs and subsequently ordering these contigs is a natural approach to physical mapping. It divides the optimization problem into smaller and hopefully easier subproblems that can be dealt with independently. At the same time, though, the danger is introduced of having errors in the contig selection which then propagate. In our work we presented a method for contig selection that apparently performs very well on real data. The source of the robustness of the resulting contig definitions probably is twofold. Firstly, bootstrapping is the in silico equivalent of repeating an experiment. For each resampled data set we compute a physical map using a standard algorithm. Particularities of any one solution are lost and thus the sensitivity to outliers or peculiarities of the data is reduced.
Secondly, in order to combine the results of these computations we define a distance function between probes which averages the rank differences of probe pairs in these bootstrap maps. This approach can be interpreted as a generalization of the bootstrap procedure for physical mapping [6, 19] which does not only take into account the consecutwe occurrence of two probes, but also uses the information of more distant connections. This leads to a robust and reliable distance function with interesting and useful properties. Averaged rank distance is largely independent of factors like coverage depth because it accounts only for distances in rank of probes. Within contigs the averaged rank distance behaves much like other distance measures. Between contigs, however, individual distances between probes are less important because all probes in one contig tend to have roughly the same distance to any probe in a particular other contig. This between-contig distance tends to be much larger than the distances between neighboring probes in the same contig. In this respect, ARD on idealized data resembles an ultramettic in that all distances between elements of two clusters are equal. Hence, such a distance should be more easily approximated by a tree and allow for good clustering results.
The results shown are very encouraging. In addition, . . . . .
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the distance matrices can also be used to visualize the reliability of a given probe ordering and to highlight dubious regions (see Figures 6 and 7) . This has been shown very helpful to derive hypotheses about possible orderings and experiments which increase the quality of the map. Similar drawings for the bootstrap values are less meaningful because they incorporate only next neighbor connections. Several lines of future work can be anticipated. The problem of contig construction is particularly challenging in physical mapping using STS-content data. For example, large STS mapping data sets were collected by the CEPH/G~n~thon and WI/MIT teams, but an assembly into comprehensive contig maps was reported to be impossible [9] . We plan to adapt our method to STS-content data and to evaluate its accuracy on sequenced regions of the genome. On the theoretical side we are working on a probabilistic model that allows to formulate the partitioning of probes into contigs as an optimization problem. Another interesting point could be to investigate the influence of other perturbation strategies, like subsampling, oversampling, or data perturbation, on our method.
